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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Penguin UK | The fourth terrifying part of Charlie Higson&apos;s
bestselling Enemyes series.The Enemy is closer than you think . . . | The Sacrifice is the fourth
gruesome and horrifying book in Charlie Higson&apos;s brilliant zombie series.The sickness
destroyed everyone over the age of fourteen. All across London diseased adults are waiting, hungry
predators with rotten flesh and ravaged minds.Small Sam and his unlikely ally, The Kid, have
survived. They&apos;re safe with Ed and his friends at the Tower of London, but Sam is desperate
to find his sister.Their search for Ella means Sam and The Kid must cross the forbidden zone. And
what awaits them there is more terrifying than any of the horror they&apos;ve suffered so far . . .
&apos;Lord of the Flies with zombies&apos; - Rick Riordan, creator of the Percy Jackson
series.Charlie Higson is the bestselling author of Young Bond, and creator of The Fast Show .Perfect
for bloodthirsty fans of Darren Shan and 28 Days Later . | Format: Hardback | Language/Sprache:
english | 344 gr | 198x129x30 mm | 480 pp.
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I am just effortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Federico Nolan-- Federico Nolan

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I realized this
publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefan Von-- Stefan Von
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